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Does the “one size fits all” Position Description approach 
really work? 

Written by Elizabeth Threadingham 

Date: 5 April 2018  

It is amazing, how many organisations will continually utilise the much-outdated generic “one 
size will fit all” position descriptions.   

The term that can be used as a generic position description is “one position description” is 
being utilised, advertised and recruited to for the same position/level, across multiple/speciality 
streams throughout the organisations.  Organisations who use this strategy believe that the 
work value of this role is generically the same across the whole of the organisation.  The 
perceived benefit to an organisation is to categorise a type of role, to easily recruit to and allow 
for ease of movement of employees around an organisation where there may be gaps.  

Therefore, it begs the question, how useful is a generic position description to the organisation 
when the organisation is not generic but has a varied activities, performance and operational 
requirements to meet the changing expectations of the market and its stakeholders.  

Case in point:  

A most common “generic” role description organisation tends to use is for entry-level 
administrative officer roles.  It is argued that these roles have no specialisation or discipline 
requirements, little to no requirements for previous experience or knowledge and have conduct 
basic work activities or functions.  

However, if an employee, for example, has been appointed to this type of entry level 
administrative role and has worked within the role for over twenty years. Over this time the 
employee has diversified into working in several different departments, work activities and 
functions within the organisations, for example customer service, human resources, 
accounting and travel.  The employee generic position description is therefore no longer 
“generic” and is outdated as the employee has now specialised within a departmental or 
function level.   

It stands to reason, however that this employee generic position description is not accurate in 
the reflection of this employee obtaining diverse knowledge and skills within the various above 
specialisations.   

To further highlight the pitfalls of a generic role description, as outlined in the case above, if a 
manager is now requiring to performance manage this employee, it is difficult to hold the 
employee to account for generic key responsibilities and accountabilities as it does not 
adequately reflect the specific departmental work activities and values.  A significant impact 
the role description may have on the workforce culture, is that it currently undervalued the 
present role and responsibilities that the individual positions have within the organisation as 
they are not accurately reflected in Position Descriptions.  
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Next steps:  

To stay ahead of the trap of “one size fits all” position description, PEMSET Solutions can 
provide position design and description development services to a range of organisations.  By 
employing our services will significant support your organisation in the reducing the risk of 
poor hiring decisions, outdated role expectations and improving the workforce morale and 
culture. 

PEMSET Solutions will facilitate with organisations to prepare for the change of positions 
nature, breath of accountabilities, change in technical or reporting relationships and 
specifications. At PEMSET Solutions we have access to a wide range of accountability 
statements and position descriptions from across various disciplines.   

Once we have finalised the position description, PEMSET Solutions can provide additional 
services to formally evaluate this position in alignment with standard evaluation methodology 
frameworks.  

It is recommended any organisation who are wishing to easily, effectively and reliably define, 
develop and evaluate positions and not utilise outdated generic positions to contact PEMSET 
Solutions at info@pemset.com.au  

About:  

Elizabeth Threadingham is a highly qualified and experienced organisational designer and 
evaluator with extensive experience in position review, design, audit and improvements of 
organisational positions and structures.   

Visit www.pemset.com.au for more articles and resources to position evaluation and 
management.  

 

 

 


